november 2020 Issue
As this is our first of many monthly newsletters, I figured I best go through the format that
should be expected each month.
1- I will start with any special mentions covering contest winners and shoutouts.
2- I will detail what has happened in the previous month regarding development and
implantation of new features or modifications.
3- Detail any upcoming events and insight on to how they will run.
4- If applicable what we are currently working on (only if its near completion will this be
announced)
5- A message from a player.
6- A message from a Admin.
7- Any other subjects.

A huge Thankyou to all our players!
In our second month since launch saw our user base increase to a huge 500 members. This is
from a continuous collection effort from all the players and admin involved in the game
aiming to build the game community. For this I want to extend my gratitude on behalf of all the
admin and development team.

Expanding the team
As a small 2-man team with full time jobs and families to also consider we believe the
workload and commitment needed to be improved. This has been a long and difficult process to
find a developer to help speed up the creation and integration of features. Late October we
welcomed nahpalm to the team. Officially starting on the 1st november. Nahpalm is a confident
and efficient developer who is excited to be part of the team and creating new and exciting
features for the community bringing a wealth of experience and knowledge.

Poker
This Month saw the introduction of our long-awaited live poker. This allows players to play
poker together for in game currency. The admin team hold a poker tournament each week on
Saturdays at 7pm server time (eastern). The buy in is $500,000 and the winner gets all the
cash from players and a generous 5000 points.
Our first competition saw 9 entrants, c00nt and viper exchanged in a heated showdown after
whittling down the competition. The overall winner was c00nt (congratulations).
The second tournament saw 8 entries overall, after taking out a lot of the competition early
on Djay walked away as the overall winner.
Tune in each Saturday to get involved and be in with a chance of winning.

Upcoming Features
Foggy has been hard at work adding a new feature of vehicles for the game. These will be
regiment-based vehicles. We have designed a whole different range of vehicles and added
requirements for them. More on this will be released as development progresses.
The aim of this feature is to add more for regiments to do together improving activity and fun
across a brand-new concept that will be certain to capture the excitement of the player
base.

Points based poker
Building on the success of our poker modification we have begun adapting this to include not
only in game cash but also points. This will run in the exact same format as the current live
poker but will be points based rather than cash.

A Players perspective
On Your Feet Soldier! was the first words spoken to us. Over the last 2 months. Rushing to
clocking for your job! and hitting the gym when you have time in between PT and Duties.
Wondering the mess-hall for pumpkins to attack foes. Using spare cash to invest in Stocks, to
even wanting to learn more buy purchasing books in Auction. The opportunities have grown
and so have we! What's next? You'll want your regiments attention for this one! Thanks for
the RIDE and Looking forward to EF's Future and as a Player! ~ Eskimo Bunny

Message from admin
Hey Everyone, I'm Nahpalm and am the newest addition to the Elite Forces team. I'm really
excited to be here and look forward to meeting all of you and hearing your ideas and
constructive criticism. I was brought on to help out with development and am excited to get to
work. I've been a full stack developer and system administrator professionally for around 10
years. I've been writing code for nearly 20 years. Outside of programming I also enjoy playing
video games, ATVing, camping, and spending time with my family. Stop by Discord and say hi!

Other News
We have continued to invite users to join our dedicated elite forces discord server to be kept
informed about features, engage with the community, also be in with the chance to win flash
giveaways. This can be done by following the below link.
discord

